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In this report from the Solidarity Center series *Justice for All: The Struggle for Worker Rights*, a team of field researchers examines the status of worker rights in Jordan. *Justice for All: The Struggle for Worker Rights in Jordan* holds Jordanian labor law and practice up to international standards enshrined in International Labor Organization conventions and the ILO’s 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.

Jordan’s union federation, the General Federation of Jordanian Trade Unions, is an ally of the AFL-CIO and a member of the global labor movement. The Solidarity Center is one of many international labor solidarity organizations, including the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions, that have established a presence in Amman, which has become a learning center for labor leaders from around the Arab world.

Jordan plays a crucial role in Middle East regional politics, especially with regard to the Palestinian and Israeli conflict. In 1994, Jordan became the second country—after Egypt—to sign a peace treaty with Israel, ending nearly 50 years of war. Jordan is home to hundreds of thousands of refugees, most recently from Iraq.

Jordan’s labor law contains some protections that American workers do not enjoy, such as on-the-job child care and paid maternity leave for women workers. But the law is far from comprehensive. Major restrictions on freedom of association unfairly limit workers’ ability to form and join unions, as well as unions’ ability to represent workers. Migrant workers are specifically denied the right to organize. Many of these workers are refugees from war-torn countries. Others have come from Egypt, Syria, and as far away as South Asia to seek better lives for themselves and their families.

Thousands of migrant workers are employed in Jordan’s free trade zones. Known as Qualified Industrial Zones, these huge factory complexes were designated by Congress to support the Middle East peace process. But the reality of the QIZs belies their original intent. When
I met with Jordanian labor leaders, they described how men and women in QIZs are forced to work long and arduous shifts for below-poverty wages, how bosses withhold their paychecks and passports, and how the workers become virtual prisoners far from home. Migrant women often end up in the informal economy as domestic servants. Here, too, Jordanian labor law fails them.

Jordan’s workers are linked directly to American workers through the groundbreaking U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Signed in the waning days of the Clinton administration, it is the first bilateral trade pact to incorporate worker rights into its enforceable provisions. The AFL-CIO worked closely with the Jordanian labor movement to advocate for its passage. The Jordan FTA holds great promise for helping to promote much-needed foreign investment while protecting Jordan from the “race to the bottom.”

Unfortunately, the agreement has not yet lived up to its promise. Despite hundreds of clearly documented worker rights violations, neither country has ever tested the enforcement mechanisms included in the labor provisions; in fact, through an exchange of letters, both governments have virtually promised not to do so.

Workers in Jordan are in danger of being left behind by the changes that are shaping the new economy—not just in Jordan but worldwide. The Jordanian labor movement needs a renewed commitment to develop concrete proposals that address these concerns in tandem with a vigorous organizing campaign. And because American workers also are facing these challenges, the need for global labor solidarity is paramount.

Jordan has an opportunity to be a role model for other countries in the region. It can use this critical moment to establish itself more firmly along a path toward democracy and social justice. The report lays out a number of steps that the Jordanian government, Jordanian unions, multinational enterprises, and actors on the international stage can take to ensure respect for and enforcement of worker rights in Jordan. By following this path, Jordan can give working people a chance to share in the prosperity they are helping to create.
Jordan has had a rocky political and social rights history. Political policies have fluctuated from striving for a relatively liberal system that includes separation of powers to imposing martial law and suspending Parliament along with civil and political rights.

Jordan’s Labor Movement: The First 50 Years

Jordanian workers’ early efforts to establish unions were thwarted by their own inexperience, the lack of protective legislation, unsympathetic officials, and a weak industrial base. The labor movement was invigorated after the 1948 war between Arab forces and the newly formed state of Israel forced out approximately 750,000 Palestinians, mostly to neighboring Arab countries. Some 500,000 Palestinians took refuge in Jordan and the land west of the Jordan River, known as the “West Bank,” which Jordan formally annexed in 1950. As a result, Jordan’s population more than doubled, absorbing urban and rural dwellers—including trade unionists—into its largely Bedouin and agricultural demography. The Palestinian trade unionists brought expertise to a nascent Jordanian labor movement.4

But developing a stable political and economic system was not an easy task. Frequent border incidents occurred between Israeli forces and Palestinian guerrillas, leftists challenged the legitimacy of the Hashemite monarchy, and British subsidies evaporated. In 1952, a new constitution attempted to incorporate Jordan’s new population by giving parliamentary representation to Palestinian refugees. It also guaranteed many personal freedoms, including freedom from compulsory labor.
and the freedom to form political parties, trade unions, and associations. Article 23 declared work to be a right of all Jordanian citizens. Trade Union Law 35, passed in 1953, confirmed workers’ right to unionize and established unions’ right to strike.\(^5\)

This environment provided a fertile ground for unions. In 1954, six unions that had formed in the wake of the new constitution joined together in a national federation, the General Federation of Jordanian Trade Unions (GFJTU). In the mid-1950s, Jordanian unions won the right to compensation for work-related injuries, severance pay for terminated workers, and many other worker protections. In 1956, however, an administrative council excluded civil service employees from the right to form unions and bargain collectively, forcing a number of new unions to disband. This restriction still applies to some government workers.

As Arab nationalism became the dominant political ideology in the late 1950s, Jordan’s unions emerged as a political force. In 1956, the GFJTU and its counterparts from Egypt, Lebanon, and Syria created the International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions (ICATU), which remains the official confederation of Arab trade union federations. Egypt’s nationalization of the Suez Canal that year, along with Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nasser’s defiance of a subsequent British, French, and Israeli invasion, heightened Arab nationalist sentiments and placed increasing political pressure on Jordan’s monarchy, still widely seen as pro-British. The resultant turmoil prompted King Hussein, who had acceded to the throne in 1952 at the age of 17, to enter into a treaty with Great Britain that brought the final withdrawal of British troops. In 1957, the king imposed martial law, persecuting and arresting progressive leaders and activists, including union activists. Many labor leaders fled the country. The number of unions fell sharply from a peak of 39 in 1955 to 16 by 1961.

Jordan’s Labor Law 21 of 1960—the first in the country—reflected the weakness of the union movement. It did little to expand workplace protections, continued the ban on union organizing in the government sector, and repressed union leaders engaged in political activities. It did facilitate collective bargaining, however. This provision enabled the labor movement to keep growing as individual local and national unions successfully negotiated improvements in workers’ wages and benefits.

Ongoing tensions between Israel and its Arab neighbors sparked the 1967 war, in which Jordan lost East Jerusalem and the West Bank to Israel. The subsequent pro-Palestinian political activism on Jordanian soil led the government to crack down harshly on militias and political parties; homegrown left-wing parties and eventually Islamist movements were also abolished.
The loss of the West Bank was a blow to Jordan’s economic development. Approximately 400,000 refugees from the West Bank and Gaza flooded Jordan’s East Bank, increasing the population there by about one-third. Many migrants were poor and unskilled, requiring government-provided food, shelter, and basic services.

At first, fleeing Palestinian union activists brought renewed energy to Jordan’s labor movement. The number of workplace struggles increased dramatically. Union membership grew as new locals and federations formed. In 1970, however, Jordanian authorities began to repress Palestinian militants, and many of the most active unionists left Jordan the following year. As a result, union membership declined, and the GFJTU split over internal disagreements.

The Jordanian government seized the opportunity to install a temporary executive committee and empower it to rewrite the GFJTU constitution. The state had the power to mandate unions’ structure, interfere in their elections, and dissolve them for political activities or the dissemination of “destructive” ideologies. Article 84, a 1976 amendment to the Labor Law of 1960, limited the number of national unions to 17, forcing unions to disband or merge. It also banned organizing in previously unorganized industries. These measures reduced the vigor of progressive elements in the union movement.

During the 1980s, regional instability and economic setbacks combined to keep workers down and hinder democratic progress. Martial law continued while Cold War polarization in the region and ongoing Arab-Israeli conflict exacerbated internal political tensions. The Jordanian government regarded union organizing efforts as threats to political stability rather than economic conflicts between workers and employers, and unions went into further decline.

A mid-decade downturn in oil prices led oil exporters to withdraw Arab aid. At the same time, remittances from migrant Jordanian workers fell. In 1988, under severe economic pressure, Jordan turned to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for assistance. As part of its stabilization and structural adjustment program, the IMF reduced many subsidies. Jordan was hard pressed to repay its debt, and in 1989, was forced to restructure its payments with the IMF. When the government announced the IMF’s new conditions, including further subsidy reductions, Jordanians rioted throughout the kingdom.

**The 1990s: Worker Rights and Liberalization**

As the Cold War ended and public pressure increased, King Hussein took steps to open the political system. He announced that parliamentary elections would resume after a 22-year hiatus. The government released political prisoners, lifted martial law, and changed the electoral law. Political parties were formally legalized and participated openly for the first time in the 1993 parliamentary elections. Taking advantage of the more permissive social and political environment, many opposition labor leaders returned to Jordan and regained positions in the GFJTU. The reenergized federation became active in ICATU. The 1994 GFJTU General Congress further consolidated power in the federation’s executive committee, at the expense of more representative bodies.

Progress was not seamless. In the mid-1990s, the government again cracked down on political rights, partly in response to Jordan’s normalization and peace treaty with Israel, which many Jordanians rejected and actively protested.
Additional pressure on democratic participation came from economic initiatives. Under existing law, state sector workers could be fired only for grave fault. By 1990, according to official statistics, the public sector comprised 55 percent of industry, and state-owned enterprises held about 32 percent of total capital. Part of Jordan’s economic reform program aimed at relaxing some labor law protections, and in 1991, government and federation officials began to discuss modifications. But union representatives, adamantly opposed to sacrificing job security provisions, walked out.\textsuperscript{10}

The revised law, which contains new benefits for workers but allows employers to fire workers without cause, was passed in 1996 without GFJTU participation. The 1996 Labor Code stands today. Labor leaders note that the law’s few protective provisions are still not systematically enforced.

Another component of Jordan’s economic reform strategy was fuller integration into the global marketplace. In 1996, the peace process between Jordan and Israel increased Jordan’s participation in the global economy. New free trade zones (known as Qualified Industrial Zones, or QIZs) allowed duty-free access to the United States for Israeli and Jordanian products that used labor and materials from both countries.

The decade of economic reform measures did not yield the sought-for growth, however, and Jordan’s economic condition worsened in the late 1990s. The IMF’s structural adjustment program had mandated, among other things, a new round of reductions in subsidies on certain basic goods as well as privatization of public enterprises. As a result, living standards dropped. Studies showed that by the end of the decade, one-third of Jordanians were living below the poverty line. Unemployment rose to an unofficial but recognized rate of 27 percent. The advent of privatization heightened public sector workers’ insecurity. In 1996 and 1998, Jordanians mounted mass protests against economic austerity.\textsuperscript{11}

\textbf{Reform in Jordan Today: Opportunity and Peril}

In 2003, King Abdullah, who had succeeded his father upon Hussein’s death in 1999, vowed to initiate a true era of political reform. Jordan has made visible progress toward that goal. Domestic and international observers judged the 2003 parliamentary elections reasonably free and transparent. Seats are now reserved for women in both upper and lower houses of Parliament, and the government has pledged that it will stop the practice of imprisoning journalists for exercising freedom of speech.\textsuperscript{12}

But persistent shortcomings in the government’s commitment to democratization continue to undermine the Jordanian labor movement and Jordanian people’s freedom. Between 2001 and 2003, elections were again postponed and Parliament was again dissolved. The government banned public demonstrations when Jordanians...
began to rally in support of the second Palestinian Intifada. In early 2005, the government came under domestic and international fire for attempting to prevent professional associations from expressing their political views (see Chapter 2). Despite many advances, unions still do not have the right to full freedom of association in law or practice.

Today, Jordan stands at a crossroads between opportunity and peril. Like other nations in the global community, Jordan must resolve a modern dilemma—how to achieve economic reform without undermining political progress. Jordan is a small, resource-poor country. Manufacturing, industry, and agriculture represent only a small percentage of its economy. Jordan’s main natural resources are phosphates and potash; it has no oil, the “black gold” that has provided growth and investment resources for many Arab countries.

Jordan’s continued dependence on external aid is driving its economic reforms. Whether funded by loans from the World Bank or grants from USAID, activities in Jordan encourage private sector-led growth and development, privatization, and a shrinking government sector. Most of Jordan’s external debt derives from bilaterally negotiated loans, although a portion still comes from IMF and World Bank sources. In 2003, external debt represented 84 percent of gross domestic product (GDP). An additional challenge is building a stable, strong economy in a politically unstable region. Throughout Jordan’s history, its economy has been vulnerable to its neighbors’ state of war and peace. Its precarious location amid countries that have been conflict zones for generations—Israel and the Palestinian Territories to the west, Iraq and Saudi Arabia to the east, and Syria and Lebanon to the north—guarantees that Jordan will remain vulnerable for the foreseeable future.

Another economic factor is migration into and out of the country. Migration in Jordan and throughout the region is directly related to war and poverty. Since 1980, successive ongoing Iraqi wars have brought to Jordan hundreds of thousands of Iraqis looking for temporary and even permanent work and homes. More than 20,000 South and Southeast Asians have jobs in the QIZ textile industry, and thousands more work as domestic servants. Depressed economies in Egypt and Syria continue to push tens of thousands of workers into Jordan. In 2003, more than 120,000 foreigners held work permits; the number of undocumented foreign workers could be double.

At the same time, Jordan’s economic growth is struggling to match local employment needs, leaving large numbers of Jordanians with no option but to migrate outside the country to look for work, especially in the oil-rich Gulf states. Although GDP has been growing at approximately 4 percent since 1999, it has had no impact on employment rates. The repatriated wage earnings of the 350,000 Jordanian workers abroad account for more than 20 percent of GDP.

Recent developments have thrust Jordan more than ever into the world economy. Privatization is contributing to increased foreign investment. Jordan’s accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in April 2000, along with the free trade agreements signed with the United States and the European Free Trade Association in 2001, have helped establish Jordan as a full global trading partner in the international community.

The U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement (hereafter Jordan FTA) is a landmark bilateral pact. Signed on October 24, 2000, it is the first trade agreement concluded by the United States that, within the text of the agreement itself, conditions trade privileges upon the
parties’ continuing enforcement of their respective domestic labor laws and their adherence to the core labor standards outlined in the International Labor Organization’s (ILO) Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. The agreement represents an opportunity for Jordanian and American unions to promote improved enforcement of labor standards, although the present U.S. administration’s commitment to enforcing the labor provisions is as yet untested.

**Challenge for Jordanian Unions**

The GFJTU remains the center of Jordan’s labor movement. Unifying all 17 Jordanian unions (see list on p. 12), it is Jordan’s largest civil society organization. But globalization also poses special challenges and opportunities for the GFJTU. It, too, stands at a crossroads, facing the potential consequences of its success or failure to increase union membership.

Statistics prepared for the GFJTU’s 2004 congress indicate a union membership of around 95,000, while informal studies by outside organizations operating in Jordan suggest a figure closer to 45,000. The actual unionization rate is more likely to be between 10 and 15 percent of Jordan’s workforce. Membership in the country’s 14 professional associations was reportedly 140,000 in 2004, up from 85,000 in 2000.\(^{18-20}\)

Several of Jordan’s largest and most effective unions represent workers in the smallest economic sector, industry and manufacturing. Since the creation of the QIZs in 1996, manufacturing—especially textile manufacturing—has become a new source of economic expansion, and clothing is one of Jordan’s top 10 export commodities. In 2003, some 50,000 workers—only half of them Jordanian nationals—were employed in QIZ textile factories. In addition, thousands of Jordan’s 1.41 million member workforce are employed in state-owned enterprises in the potash and phosphates industries, which may be slated for privatization under current plans. Unions will need to be strong and effective advocates, and the government will need to cooperate, to prevent the large membership losses that other unions have experienced in privatizing industries worldwide.\(^{21}\)

A shrinking public sector will mean growing uncertainty for workers who were formerly accustomed to prolonged job security. The largely non-union service sector, which employs approximately 80 percent of all Jordanian workers (including many government workers), generated nearly three-fourths of GDP in 2004.\(^{22}\)

The lack of union representation for such a large percentage of the workforce threatens to undermine the ability of Jordanian unions to maintain and increase their space for political participation. Public school teachers and hospital workers, for example, do not have collective bargaining rights under current laws. Even in service industries where workers can join unions, such as hotels, restaurants, commercial establishments and warehouses, unions have made little effort to recruit workers, and these enterprises are consequently almost union-free in Jordan.

The government’s influence over the GFJTU has left unions with only limited power and independence in national politics. The federation’s inability to develop an effective and comprehensive approach to privatization, coupled with the shortcomings of the 1996 Labor Code (see Chapter 2), have led some civil society elements to regard the union as a conservative and marginal force. Because of its centralized and bureaucratized authority, especially pronounced since 1994, critics charge that the union lacks a mandate from the workers it purports to represent.
Nevertheless, many observers cite signs of hope at the crossroads. As workers’ economic insecurity has increased, some federation members are looking at trade unionism in a more favorable light, and the new millennium has witnessed a modest upsurge in labor activism. Several unions are continuing the struggle for independence from government interference and for greater influence over the privatization program. For example, collective bargaining does take place in the petrochemical, garment, and mining industries, and as a result, working conditions have improved for thousands of union members.

The Jordanian labor movement’s increasing interest in international core labor standards and its growing connections with the international worker rights community provide opportunities to secure better protection for Jordan’s workers. As unions explore these opportunities, they may join the rising numbers of professional associations and other civil society organizations in Jordan that seek to hold the government accountable for adhering to its democracy initiatives.
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Unions of The General Federation of Jordanian Trade Unions

General Trade Union of Air Transport and Tourism Employees
General Trade Union of Commercial Stores Employees
General Trade Union of Construction Workers
General Trade Union of the Employees of Banks, Insurance and Auditing
General Trade Union of Electricity Employees
General Trade Union of Food Industries Employees
General Trade Union of Health Services Employees
General Trade Union of Land Transport Employees and Mechanics
General Trade Union of Mines and Mining Employees
General Trade Union of Municipality Employees
General Trade Union of Petroleum and Chemicals Employees
General Trade Union of Ports and Clearance Employees
General Trade Union of Printing, Photography and Paper Employees
General Trade Union of Private Education Employees
General Trade Union of Public Services and Free Professions
General Trade Union of Railway Employees
General Trade Union of Textile Industry

“General Federation” is the literal translation of the Arabic (ittihad ‘amm) used by the organization itself, and we adopt that English name here. Its constituent units are typically known in Arabic as niqaba ‘amma (literally “general union”), and their formal names are translated as such. In text we refer to them as unions. The Labor Code allows only the 17 unions listed above, and the worker categories that each union is allowed to represent are carefully prescribed. For example, a worker in a retail establishment cannot join the General Trade Union of the Textile Industry because the only union retail workers legally may join is the General Trade Union of Commercial Stores Employees.
Jordan and International Worker Rights Instruments

Jordan has ratified all of the principal United Nations covenants on human and worker rights:

- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR): March 29, 1976
- International Convention on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD): June 29, 1974

Jordan has ratified seven ILO fundamental conventions reflected in the 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work:

- Convention 29 on Forced Labor
- Convention 98 on the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining
- Convention 100 on Equal Remuneration
- Convention 105 on the Abolition of Forced Labor
- Convention 111 on Discrimination (Employment and Occupation)
- Convention 138 on Minimum Age for Admission to Employment
- Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labor

Jordan has not ratified:

- Convention 87 on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize
Jordan has ratified ILO Convention 98 on the Right to Organize and Collective Bargaining, and its constitution contains strong language that protects freedom of association and the right to organize. The Jordan FTA recognizes freedom of association and the right to organize and bargain collectively among the international worker rights to be promoted by its formation. The 1996 Labor Code includes basic protections for collective bargaining and against anti-union discrimination in QIZs. For most middle-class professions, a separate body of laws governs professional associations, which are empowered to represent their members’ economic interests. However, Jordan has critical shortcomings in its recognition of these fundamental worker rights principles. For example, Jordan has not ratified ILO Convention 87 on Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organize. Nonetheless, like other countries that have not ratified one or both of these conventions (including the United States, Brazil, China, and Mexico), Jordan is obliged to comply with the principles of freedom of association by virtue of membership in the ILO. In addition, the ILO’s 1998 Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work says that “all members, even if they have not ratified the Conventions in question, have an obligation…to respect, to promote, and to realize…the principles concerning the fundamental rights which are the subject of those Conventions….“ Conventions 87 and 98 are first among the four principles cited.

In addition, the Labor Code and union by-laws limit union membership to citizens, thus officially excluding Jordan’s hundreds of thousands of registered migrant workers from the right to representation, collective bargaining, and participation in strikes.

**Freedom of Association**

**Legal Restrictions**

Government regulation of labor unions in Jordan contravenes ILO Conventions 87 and 98 in several ways. First, restrictions on the number of unions, which was capped at 17 in 1976, continue to limit union formation. Thus, registration applications for unions outside
Workers in some state-owned enterprises, civil service agencies, and new private companies have been denied organizing rights under this provision. In April 2000, for example, the government turned down a registration application submitted by 200 employees at the recently privatized Jordanian telecommunications company, explaining that post office and telecommunications employees must be represented by an already established union. Likewise, workers in skilled occupations, such as teachers, paramedics, and assistant engineers, have been denied the right to form professional associations. The GFJTU has recently challenged some of these prohibitions, seeking in particular the right to organize teachers.\textsuperscript{6–7}

Jordan permits only one national labor federation—the GFJTU. It is empowered, after consultation with the labor ministry, to determine member unions’ internal operating procedures, and its executive committee has sought to impose a unified constitution on all 17 unions. The government is known to subsidize GFJTU leaders’ salaries and closely monitor their activities, and unionists have complained about government oversight of GFJTU elections. These actions are in clear violation of principles of freedom of association, which give workers, not their government, the right to decide—without interference—what unions they will either form or join and how they will structure them.\textsuperscript{8–9}

The Labor Code also specifies that a minimum of 50 employees is required to establish a union, a number much higher than the 20 deemed an acceptable minimum by the ILO. To be compliant with ILO principles on this issue, the government would have to lower its numerical standard for forming a union. However, in practice, new unionization is hindered much more by other forms of government control and interference than by this restriction.\textsuperscript{10}

Union membership in Jordan is voluntary, with a partial exception. During the 1980s and much of the 1990s, Traffic Department policy required commercial drivers to join the union representing land transport workers in order to obtain a license; the department also collected union membership fees. Because many members felt that this arrangement compromised the union’s legitimacy, however, it was modified in 1998; today, the requirement applies only to taxi drivers.\textsuperscript{11}

In professions that are permitted to have professional associations (also called “syndicates”), membership is often compulsory. Workers in those professions, many of whom are public employees, are not free to join any
of the 17 unions that comprise the GFJTU. The associations carry out political and advocacy functions similar to those conducted by traditional trade unions, but face political barriers to collective bargaining.

Some Jordanian analysts and professional association activists believe that the compulsory membership provision contravenes the UN International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), to which Jordan is a signatory. In the late 1990s, social scientists and association members debated the issue in a series of workshops, but no consensus emerged.

Early in 2005, the Jordanian government considered changing the provision. Most outside observers, however, regarded this as an attempt to weaken the associations, which for decades have strongly challenged the Jordanian government’s political decisions—especially those on foreign policy—as being out of step with the majority opinion in the kingdom and too close to U.S. policy in the region. The associations’ sharp and unabashedly public critiques of Jordan’s relations with Israel, which the majority of Jordanian citizens still reject, have angered and embarrassed the government, as has their opposition to the U.S. war on Iraq. They have organized and led mass demonstrations in the streets of Amman to protest both of these issues.12

The government has publicly committed to political reform. It is especially proud of expanding the executive branch and Parliament to be more inclusive, promoting women’s rights, and reforming the intelligence and police services. However, these initiatives can be hard to reconcile with other political developments. The dispute with professional associations began in January 2005, when the government overtly attempted to stifle their political free speech. It ended with the police forcibly removing banners from the Professional Association complex, which houses several professional syndicates in Amman. The banners carried slogans praising Palestinian resistance and supporting political Islamic tendencies in the Palestinian Territories.

Apparently to keep this opposition in check, the government is trying to further regulate professional associations. Human Rights Watch asserts that a draft law before the parliament would “create a government-controlled disciplinary structure with the authority to punish and suspend members from the practice of their profession for a variety of vague, ill-defined infractions.” The draft bill would also require the associations to adopt a new, indirect method of leadership selection, depriving members of the ability to directly elect their officers. The new rules prevent the direct election of association leadership by members in two ways. First, intermediary institutions, to be called “local elections councils,” would elect the governing council and president. Second, each member would be allowed to vote for only one candidate. Candidates would be prohibited from running on a slate—a technique that had enabled opposition groups (such as the Islamic Action Front) to dominate some professional associations. It is precisely for that reason, critics charge, that the government is trying to directly control the procedures that govern elections in professional associations.13

**Freedom of Expression and Assembly**

Despite provisions in Jordan’s constitution that directly or indirectly guarantee the right to free speech, expression, and assembly, workers do not fully enjoy these rights. Amnesty International recently expressed its concern
regarding “the lack of precision and the breadth of new laws [that] create uncertainty about which sorts of conduct are prohibited, may criminalize peaceful activities, and infringe unduly upon rights to freedom of expression and assembly.”

The Public Assemblies Law, passed in August 2001 (nearly a year after the United States and Jordan signed the Jordan FTA) and renewed in 2004, is a good example. In direct contravention to the UN International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), it bans organizing and/or holding rallies and public meetings without the government’s prior written consent. Violators can be fined and jailed for months. The government uses the law as an aggressive control mechanism, generally granting permits only to government-sponsored organizations and “preferred” non-governmental organizations (meaning those that support government policies). The law’s enactment has paved the way for crackdowns, including hundreds of politically motivated arrests, on activities critical of the government.

The law is no more lenient toward syndicate activities. In November 2001, police halted an indoor rally supporting the people of Afghanistan that was being held at the Professional Association complex. The president of the Professional Associations Congress (PAC) later said he had held the rally inside the building because he thought that a less visible event would be less likely to invite repression under the Public Assemblies Law. The president of the Jordanian Bar Association, the syndicate that represents Jordan’s lawyers, charged that government interference with the gathering violated the rights of professional associations.

The government assault on professional associations continues. In early 2005, it banned four planned political events by professional associations, including one to protest a new, even more restrictive draft associations law. The new law would require that any gathering or meeting of professional associations could cover only topics that the government specifically designated “professional matters,” such as “cultivating scientific research,” “publishing specialized scientific publications,” and “providing advice to official bodies in relation to the practice of a profession and its development.” Any subject matter that fell outside these highly specific designations would require pre-approval and could be denied.

In May and June 2002, unions canceled demonstrations under similar pressure. But unions have not refrained entirely from voicing their demands in public. The General Union for Workers in Food Industries (GUWFI) has been particularly active. In 2002, the union conducted 12 protests. In November 2003, nearly 170 workers from the national Agricultural Marketing Processing Company (AMPCO) staged a multi-day sit-in before Parliament to protest the government’s disregard for their concerns about the company’s privatization plans. The AMPCO workers won promises of assistance from the Minister of Labor and other officials in mitigating layoffs.

The bank workers’ union also has become more assertive. On May 22, 2004, it staged one of Jordan’s largest labor rallies in years to protest the Arab Bank’s refusal to raise salaries, increase severance pay, and improve health care coverage. More than 2,000 workers participated, including some from other unions who came in solidarity. Like the PAC event, the rally was held indoors to reduce the chances that the Public Assemblies Law would be invoked to prevent it. But on June 8, the union stepped up its pressure with a mass rally outside the bank’s headquarters in Amman. It was the largest outside assemblage of workers in more than
five years, and it occurred without a permit; union organizers had not applied for one, knowing that it would not be granted. One union speaker openly challenged the official restrictions on public gatherings, framing the event as consistent with the government’s stated commitment to political development and pledging that unions would persevere. At first, police tried to push union leaders off the sidewalks and demanded that they leave, but eventually they relented. However, police maintained a wall formation on the other side of the street for the duration of the rally.23

Prohibitions on gathering publicly without permission not only deny workers their fundamental right to protest for better working conditions, but also can interfere with their daily efforts to earn a living. Day laborers in Amman’s Sweileh neighborhood face constant pressure from authorities. “Sometimes the police track us and put us in jail because we are congregating in the streets,” one laborer reported. Another concurred: “The police say, ‘You animals. Don’t gather.’” An interview with field researchers was itself cut short as a police car slowed and bullhorned, “No gatherings,” and workers fled in every direction.

**Freedom of Speech**

Equally troublesome is the legacy of the Press and Publications Law. Passed in 1998, it barred newspapers from publishing news, opinions, and reports that, among other things, instigated unauthorized strikes, sit-ins, and public assemblies. Although its harshest provisions were modified in 1999, similar prohibitions still exist in the Penal Code and other laws, and government censorship of the press continues in practice. At least once in 2002, the government pressured newspapers not to run paid advertisements placed by a sub-committee of the GFJFU to announce upcoming demonstrations.24–26

More recently, however, unions have experienced some success through media access. Describing a planned job action involving 1,300 janitors, security guards, and nutritionists employed by a health services contractor at four Amman hospitals, a representative of the General Union of Health Services Employees (GUHSE) noted that the union had placed advertisements in newspapers condemning the company’s actions. “We can escalate by using the media,” he said.

**Checks on Political Participation**

Laws against political participation also curb Jordanian citizens’ freedom of association. Article 149 of the Penal Code allows hard labor for “anyone engaged in any individual or collective action with intent to change the economic or social nature of the state or basic conditions of the society”—a clear violation of ILO core labor standards. Article 150 describes vaguely worded offenses, such as disturbances, sit-downs, and unauthorized public meetings. The Political Parties Law requires that political parties and other associations obtain government licenses. Separate
laws impose up to two years’ imprisonment for membership in illegal associations and up to six months for distributing leaflets. The only legally authorized activity for a professional association is work on “professional” issues.\(^{27-29}\)

The government has invoked all of these provisions to punish labor unions and professional associations for political activism. In November 2002, it dissolved the council of the Engineers Association, the richest and most powerful of Jordan’s professional associations; threatened to dissolve other professional associations that engaged in illegal political activities; and targeted the PAC’s Anti-Normalization Subcommittee. In December 2004, a member of the Engineers Association was detained after giving a lecture at the Professional Association complex that recommended a boycott of U.S. goods and companies.\(^ {30-32}\)

Union leaders also have been persecuted for political activism under these laws. In 2002, Hisham Bustani, a trade unionist and member of the Arab Organization for Human Rights, was detained twice on suspicion of “disseminating rumors harmful to the reputation of the state.”\(^ {33}\)

The effect of the Political Parties Law has been to hinder unions’ growth. Unions have been more reticent than the professional associations about challenging these restrictions. “Workers don’t like organizing,” said a leader of the General Trade Union of Workers in Textile, Garment, and Clothing Industries (GTUWT-GCI), “because they think it is like a political party. If you join a political party, you go to jail.” Another union leader stated, “Unions [in Jordan] were first controlled by one ‘color.’ There is always a big conflict between the government and the left. If workers join the union, they [think they] will be against the government. They believe they will lose their freedom and their jobs.”

### Right to Strike

The right to strike, guaranteed under ILO Conventions 87 and 98, is limited in Jordan. The Labor Code requires that unions give employers 14 days’ advance strike notice, doubled to 28 days in the case of public services. In practice, unions are expected to obtain permission from the government before a strike can occur. The labor ministry can impose mediation at first and then, if the dispute remains, binding court proceedings. Strikes are prohibited during and after both of these processes, and the restrictions apply to all industries.\(^ {34-36}\)

The law specifies individual fines for workers engaged in illegal strikes and allows the Ministry of Labor to initiate dissolution proceedings against unions that call for strikes in violation of the law. However, unions generally do not seek approval for work stoppages, while using the threat of strikes regularly. Illegal strikes in Jordan are used tactically. In 2004, for example, GUWFI locals conducted strikes that were technically illegal but nonetheless successful. A GUWFI representative told field researchers, “We’ve done strikes without notification—they are illegal, but we’ve had some success in convincing political leaders that such strikes are a reaction to an action of employers—and that those [employer] actions were injustices.” Anti-strike rulings in the courts are not prevalent, and police do not attack or arrest strikers.\(^ {37-38}\)

Occasionally, the government has intervened positively in labor disputes to protect workers’ interests. In one high-profile 2003 case, unions applauded the government for helping them secure overdue pay from four factories. In another, an 11-day worker sit-in ended after the government decided to postpone indefinitely its privatization of an agricultural processing company.\(^ {39-40}\)

Inconsistently applied government intervention, however, can have negative consequences for worker rights. Jordan’s
laws on strikes take a toll on the country’s workers, leaving them little effective recourse for challenging employers or the government. In September 2003, the Minister of Labor condemned a two-hour sit-in by 1,600 workers at the Jordan Cement Factories Company, calling it illegal because workers did not give the company advance notice and because the action occurred during the ministry’s mandatory mediation process. In March 2004, the Labor Court, in a binding decision, denied most of the bargaining demands of the electricity workers’ local at the Jordan Electric Power Company. Although a leader of the General Union for Workers in the Electricity Sector threatened an open-ended work stoppage, the Minister of Labor warned that any such stoppage would be illegal in light of the decision. Even when strikes are allowed, the approval process can take several weeks.41–42

As with other union activity in Jordan, evidence suggests that workers who go on strike are inadequately protected from employer retaliation. In 2000, female employees at Al Sari, a textile factory in the Ramtha QIZ with mandatory overtime and sub-minimum wages, were escorted from the premises “by force” and suspended for a week following their participation in a strike. If workers feel that they cannot strike or otherwise participate in union activity for fear of employer retribution, and have little hope of legal protection, the rights to organize and bargain collectively are severely undermined.43

Improved legal systems and better government enforcement of protections for workers who attempt to exercise their rights would enhance the strike environment in Jordan. Such measures, coupled with Jordanian unions’ increasing efforts to use their existing legal rights fully and consistently to defend workers’ bargaining rights, could help build a robust industrial relations climate where worker rights are respected.

Right to Organize and to Bargain Collectively

Anti-Union Retaliation

Although Jordanian law prohibits anti-union discrimination, the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions (ICFTU), which maintains a regional office in Amman, has alleged that the 1996 Labor Code does not shield unions from acts of interference by employers and government officials. The ICFTU also reported that the government has not adequately protected employees from anti-union discrimination and has dismissed public sector employees for political reasons. Many workers do not speak out for fear of retaliation.44–46

In 2002, the ILO’s Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations (CEACR) reiterated a standing request to Jordan’s government that it amend the Labor Code to “provide expressly for rapid appeal procedures, coupled with effective and dissuasive sanctions against acts of interference,” apparently unconvinced by the government’s claim in 2000 that protection against such acts was “implicitly recognized in the legislation.” The government responded that it noted the observation and would “take it into account” in amending the Labor Code. However, as of late 2005, the government had not amended the law.47–48

As in many countries, the practical effect of weak protections against anti-union discrimination in Jordan is reflected in the stories of individual workers. In 2000, managers at the Jordan Food Industry Factory fired 28 women after the women demanded to be paid the minimum wage. “My boss told me it is impossible to pay… the minimum wage, which made us more determined to get that money,” said one worker. “After we insisted, he decided to fire us, just like that.”49
Women from a textile factory in Irbid’s QIZ described their recent attempt to get higher wages. They signed a petition addressed to their union, the GTUWTGCI, requesting bargaining on their behalf. One worker testified, “The company found out. The administrative manager said, ‘I have a paper with signatures.’ I told him that we didn’t do anything wrong. He replied by saying, ‘We will not allow you to do this.’” The woman reported that thanks to the union’s backing, she was able to keep her job—but the supervisor now watches her closely from a nearby window.

The suppression of worker voices can extend to workers who merely attempt to maintain product quality. Although not anti-union discrimination per se, the story of a union member from an adjacent factory is illustrative. When the worker asked that a number of bags be re-stitched, her supervisor filed a false report to the authorities, saying that she had insulted the king. As a result, she spent nearly seven weeks in jail.

Two female janitors employed by a health services contractor at a hospital in Amman reported that anti-union discrimination there is common:

“The medical company, sometimes they see keen and smart people who might join the union, and they will kick them out... One of the guys who worked in security was fired during a [government-approved] strike because he was telling workers to go to the strike. He was working in two jobs, [and] he was fired out of both. He now sells vegetables in the market. I told the union leader about this case, but they couldn’t do anything. [Another worker], just because he was standing with his friends near the strike, was also fired.

“Leaders of the textile and health care workers’ unions report that companies often try to evade the law, not by firing workers outright, but instead by shifting them from position to position and making their jobs difficult. One union leader explained, “If a worker favors the union, they will push her to leave the job. They put them in the corner. If they fire them, it will be a violation. So instead, they shift locations and give warnings.” A GUHSE representative said, “If the company knows that someone is keen to get information on worker conditions they will cause problems—they will shift the worker’s position of work.”

The threat of retaliation—including firing—forces union supporters to keep a low profile. “If they find out I’m coming to the union,” said a textile worker employed in Irbid’s QIZ, “they will fire me.” The GUHSE leader said, “Retaliation against workers occurs in our sector—when a worker comes to join us as a member, he knows he can never bring this to work.”

Limitations on Certain Worker Categories
Jordan’s 1996 Labor Code does not protect civil servants, domestic workers, gardeners, cooks, or agricultural workers, nor does it apply to non-Jordanian citizens. These provisions obstruct the right to organize for entire categories of workers.50–52
The ILO’s CEACR has repeatedly criticized these limitations. In acknowledgment, the government has pledged to consider making some modifications, in particular for agricultural workers. However, it also argues that some categories should continue to be exempted (such as domestic workers, to protect the “privacy” of households). The CEACR’s 2002 report noted the government’s partially conciliatory response, but it also stated in no uncertain terms that ILO Convention 98 “does not allow for the exclusion of such categories of workers” and called upon the government to modify the Labor Code to comply with Jordan’s obligations as a signatory to the convention. 53

In the meantime, Jordan’s union movement has fought hard to extend protection to excluded civil service workers. A GUHSE representative reported, “We’ve tried to organize the public sector—we feel workers in the same field have a right to organize.” A GUWFI leader said of government workers, “We fight for their rights, even though the law doesn’t include them.” The GFJTU has taken a strong stand with the government in recent years to extend collective bargaining and organizing rights to public sector workers.

Migrant workers also are barred from union membership and hence from collective bargaining (see also Chapter 3). An official at the Ministry of Labor’s Inspections Unit denied this practice in an interview, citing Article 97 of the 1996 Labor Code, which establishes the right to unionize for “any employee.” However, union by-laws, which the government must approve, limit membership to citizens, because labor leaders interpret Article 108 of the Labor Code to require this restriction. Although some unions are experimenting with informal ways to include migrant workers under their protection, in practice most of these workers are not affiliated with unions and shy away from seeking membership for fear of jeopardizing their jobs and residency status. A young Egyptian man working for a health services contractor at a hospital in Amman said that he would rather keep his job than join a union. “I like to work in peace,” he explained. “I don’t get involved.” 54

Consequences for migrant workers who do try to start a union can be severe. In 2003, a group of 120 Bangladeshi workers who engaged in an illegal sit-in at Honorway Apparels Jordan Company in the Karak QIZ were met by security forces, arrested, and summarily deported. According to some sources, the workers were alleged to have rioted and caused damage to company property, but all agree that the dispute started with the sit-in, when workers trying to organize the factory demanded higher salaries and fewer working hours. A GTUWTGC leader partly attributed the sit-in to the company’s mistreatment of its workers. 55–56

Migrant workers’ vulnerability has led some employers in Jordan’s QIZs to prefer migrant labor. An employer told a CorpWatch interviewer that he hires only Sri Lankan girls because “they are very peace minded” and have not tried to organize. Asked about limitations on Sri Lankans’ and other migrant workers’ ability to organize in Jordan, an employment and welfare counselor at the Sri Lankan Embassy in Amman, responded that he has generally heard good things from Sri Lankan textile workers with whom he has spoken. “If there is no problem,” he said, “it’s not necessary to organize.” But union leaders report that in numerous factories, migrant employees’ passports are held “and everything will be controlled by the employers, and the union can do nothing because
they are not affiliated.” To remedy this situation, a couple of unions in Jordan recently initiated efforts to extend their collective bargaining agreements to cover all workers in a plant, regardless of citizenship status.\textsuperscript{57}

The abuse of domestic workers, many of whom are migrants, also may partly reflect their lack of collective power. As a Ministry of Labor official pointed out, “For domestic workers, nothing has been changed—because it is a private thing between employer and employee in the home. They are in a certain relationship. My personal perspective is that because I brought [the domestic worker], I should have some control.” He went on to say that domestic workers who face problems with their employers can go to the police or embassies if their situations become dire. But many employers forbid their domestic workers to venture out and may lock them in the house, in part to prevent communication with others.\textsuperscript{58}

**Challenges for Undocumented Workers**

In Jordan, as in many countries, workers without employment authorization face even greater challenges in using collective efforts to better their working conditions—including the prospect that such efforts will be met with threatened or actual deportation.

Members of a crew of young Iraqi migrant workers who were digging ditches on the highway between Amman and Kerak reported that they have had problems with employers. “Some employers cut our pay or don’t pay us,” said a 17-year-old. “Some will use the lack of a work permit against us…. They will say, ‘We will deport you—you have no permit.’ If we protest as a group, they will threaten to take us to the police.”

The *Jordan Times* reported that domestic workers without permits also face an uphill battle in fighting for fair treatment (see Chapter 3):\textsuperscript{59}

“Some employers purposely neglect arranging the [immigration] paperwork in full knowledge that they can then hold an employee hostage. If they have any problems or if a worker challenges the terms of employment, all an employer has to do is contact Immigration, who will then detain, fine, and deport the worker, usually without being paid.”

According to an official at the Ministry of Labor, “When there is the threat of deportation, the worker will come to complain to the ministry, and even though he has no work permit, we will go to the employer and we will say that the worker has a right from [the employer] despite not having a work permit. We will not deport the worker, because it was the employer’s fault.” But day laborers and stonecutters in Amman’s Sweileh neighborhoods haven’t yet heard that message; several complained about lack of concern among government agencies. One said, “The Ministry of Labor will only check the documents—legal or illegal.”

The government has taken preliminary steps to halt the abuse of undocumented workers. In 2004, some 145,000 migrant workers were registered in Jordan. The *Jordan Times* reports that rectifying the workers’ status is part of the ministry’s inspection campaign to ensure that public and private sector establishments abide by labor laws and regulations.\textsuperscript{60–61}

Jordan has begun to open political space for democratic participation and provides limited protections for worker rights. However, the government must substantially change the law and significantly improve its enforcement of that law before Jordan can be considered fully compliant with core labor standards on freedom of association and the right to organize and bargain collectively.
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The United States and Jordan did not include non-discrimination among the enforceable provisions of the U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement.

Women in the Workplace

Jordanian women have employment opportunities in many occupations, yet they constitute only 14.7 percent of the total workforce. In 2000, female workers held approximately 52 percent of jobs in the education sector and 30 percent of those in health care, but they made up only 10 percent of all private sector employment and held only 7.5 percent of managerial posts. Unemployment is not only higher among females than males, but also growing more rapidly. In 2002, female joblessness was at 21.9 percent and had increased by 6.8 percent over the previous year; for males the comparable figures were 14.0 percent and 2.1 percent, respectively.²³

Cultural and legal barriers hinder the expansion of female employment. Social mores discourage many women from working as waitresses, tour guides, and secretaries in small, private firms; from traveling long distances to work; and from working after dark (before 1996, the Labor Code actually prohibited women from working at night). Article 69 of the current Labor Code still allows the Minister of Labor to ban female work in certain industries and jobs and at certain times.⁴⁵

On the other hand, Articles 70-72 specify that employers must provide women workers with “special benefits,” such as maternity leave, breaks for nursing children, and (for firms with more than 20 married female employees), child care. These provisions represent a significant achievement for women workers, one not universally shared around the world. But they are expensive to implement, and some private sector employers actually
use them as an excuse not to hire women. Partly for this reason, most Jordanian women workers are found in the public sector. In 2000, almost 50 percent of women workers, but only 37 percent of men, were government employees. In establishments with five or more employees, 68 percent of women, versus 55 percent of men, worked in the public sector.\(^6\)

Jordan's QIZs were partly intended to generate new private sector employment opportunities for women, and to a certain extent they have succeeded. Nearly 15,000 Jordanian women are now employed in the country's six zones. Many are single, from rural areas, and new entrants to the labor force. Living at home with parents who lack work, they are making a significant contribution to their families' household incomes. But for many reasons, women comprise only 30 percent of the total 48,000-member QIZ workforce. Working conditions are difficult. Commutes can be long and dangerous. Employers tend to prefer non-citizen labor.\(^7\)

Although Jordan's laws reflect basic principles of the right to work and equality for all its citizens, including equality in the workplace, the laws are not always applied, and women continue to experience discrimination at work. According to the ICFTU, fewer than half the companies in Jordan complied with the minimum wage legislation in 1999.

A January 2000 newspaper investigation found that some women's wages did not exceed half the minimum wage. “We heard the news about the minimum wage, but we never felt its impact on our life,” said a mother of four working as a kindergarten teacher in Wadi Seer. Most sub-minimum wage workers were women who did not speak out for fear of losing their jobs. A female worker in a textile factory told a reporter that her employer had forced her to lie to Ministry of Labor inspectors who had inquired about her pay. “[The employers] always tell us there are too many [women like] us,” she said. “If you do not take [the job], others will,’ they say.”\(^8\)

These practices were still taking place several years later. However, the Jordanian government and some NGOs launched public relations and educational campaigns aimed at enforcing non-discrimination and encouraging gender equality. In 2003, the ILO's CEACR noted the adoption of a Civil Service Act that created a policy of non-discrimination in government employment, although it also observed that the government had yet to show how non-discrimination in employment is ensured in law and practice. More recently, the United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) released a joint report with Jordan's Department of Statistics and the Jordanian National Commission for Women. The
UN Resident Coordinator in Jordan commended the country’s efforts to achieve gender equality and stated that the report showed that the country is “on the right track.” 9–11

Today, Jordanian working women are organizing through their unions to defend and protect their rights in the workplace as never before. Almost every active union with a significant membership base has a dedicated department, run by women trade union activists who are pushing to educate women workers and union members at large about women’s rights at work. Their combined efforts have already built an activists’ cadre of union women who are beginning to influence the way their employers—and their unions—consider and enforce these rights.12

Women hold non-traditional positions in many professions, especially in large factories with union presence. A married mother of two who works as an engineer at a cement factory in Amman said that she enjoys her job greatly. “Six women work in the office and outside as engineers,” she explained. “I work with equipment and engines to control problems—I create a team to analyze problems, and I contact the company to explain any stoppages. In this plant it is the same for women and men. In technical meetings, even with 30 men and one woman, no one becomes angry. I have the same salary, the same promotions, and 70 days for maternity leave won by the union. We are not afraid of retaliation, we have good situations.”

Nevertheless, violations occur. Women who are less educated and/or working in the service sector are particularly vulnerable. Two female supervisors for cleaning and services at a hospital in Amman said, “Our salary is less than males’ but we work harder. We get 110 JD ($154) a month, they get 130 JD ($182), and we get no raises or allowances.”

Traditional resistance to change that threatens the patriarchal order cannot be underestimated. Jordan is still grappling with the crucial area of sexual harassment, which often leaves women with little option but to quit their jobs. A female hospital janitor described one co-worker’s plight:13

“We used to have a worker, a woman with six children, who was divorced, and very beautiful. They pushed her too much to use her [sexually], both the men of the medical company and the hospital. She resigned. When both the men were asking, she had to quit because she had no one to complain to. There is a proverb: To whom will we go if the judge is corrupt? And out of dignity we will not go to the courts because of gossip.”
Discrimination in the Workplace

To prevent women from being harassed by their male co-workers, managers at i-Texfil garment factory decided to segregate jobs by sex. One manager explained, “Our policy is that sewing is for women only. We had men before but they were creating problems in the sewing section for the other women.”

Women face sexual harassment on the job and violence when traveling to and from work. Several QIZs are located in remote and sparsely populated areas. Travel after dark can become dangerous for women, especially during the winter when the sun has already set before their shift is over. Some buses service QIZs, and a few factories provide transportation for their workers, but even these conveniences can be dangerous. A female QIZ employee told an interviewer that on many occasions, drivers had kidnapped and assaulted her co-workers.

Discrimination Based on National Origin

Jordan has a large Palestinian population with varying degrees of legal rights. Most Palestinians who live in Jordan are Jordanian citizens and hold passports. While many have excelled and thrived in Jordan, discrimination is still widespread, and can be seen in the application of citizenship laws, in appointments to positions in the government and the military, in admittance to public universities, and in the granting of university scholarships.

Almost 1.7 million Palestinian refugees are registered in the country with the UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees (UNRWA). UNRWA counts another 800,000 Palestinians as displaced persons from the 1967 war, arrivals following the 1967 war, or returnees from the Gulf between 1990 and 1991.

A group of Palestinian construction workers from the Bakaa refugee camp, waiting on an Amman street for work, expressed their frustration to field researchers over earning only 8 JD [$11.20] for a day’s work that comes only every few days. They have little documentation; one man in his thirties said, “I have a temporary [expired] passport but no ID.” He explained, “When my father got citizenship, we were all over 18 years old,” and he and his siblings have not been able to obtain citizenship on their own. One man, whose child is in the hospital, said, “We have no rights and are not respected. No social security, nothing. What rights do we want? Health insurance and social security. There is no democracy, we cannot speak openly—there are no rights for us…. We work very hard, for nothing.” The lack of a non-discriminatory, adequate legal process for documentation keeps many such workers out of the formal, regulated economy, both depriving them of their basic rights and setting them against groups of other workers who do not suffer such discrimination.

Migrant Labor

Non-Jordanians are a growing presence in the country’s workforce. All migrant workers in Jordan must have valid work permits, for which they must pay an annual fee or risk deportation. In 2003, the Ministry of Labor issued work permits to 127,000 non-Jordanian workers. By March 2004, that number had increased to 145,000 registered migrant laborers, most of them Egyptians and Syrians working in the agricultural, construction, and service sectors. The QIZs also attract migrant workers; more than 50 percent (nearly 25,000 of 48,000) of all QIZ workers are non-Jordanian, and close to 16,500 are women. According to the Ministry
of Labor, almost 15,000, or 45 percent, of the jobs in the clothing industry are held by non-Jordanian workers. Work and residency permits are an important source of revenue for the Jordanian government. In 2003, they generated 26.3 million JD ($36.82 million); in 2004, estimated revenue increased to 27.5 million JD [$38.5 million].

As discussed in Chapter 2, non-Jordanian citizens, even those with work permits, are legally excluded from union membership and therefore have little recourse for fighting discrimination (although some unions informally represent migrant workers’ interests). Migrant workers, particularly those in the textile industry, must depend on their employers for food, housing, and transportation home, as well as for their monthly wages. Unscrupulous employers take advantage of their vulnerability by withholding wages and denying work permits. In one case, 50 Indian workers at the Al-Tajamout QIZ claimed that their employer had failed to pay them for three months, refused to feed them for a week, and then fled the country. The workers also were subsequently forced to leave the country, without having obtained any relief.

Because employers normally issue QIZ workers an airline ticket back to their home country only upon completion of their work permit, if employers flee, workers have no work permit and no way to return to their native countries. This is not an uncommon practice. In 2002, three clothing factories were shut down after their owners failed to pay workers’ salaries. In 2003, a Pakistani businessman who owned a clothing factory at Irbid’s Al Hassan QIZ left the country owing his 383 employees nearly 500,000 JD ($700,000). The Pakistani and Indian workers fared worse than the Jordanian workers; while the Jordanian workers received no wages for nearly three months, the non-Jordanians went unpaid for five months.

Migrant workers from certain countries can call on their embassies for assistance in negotiating employment disputes and work permits. For example, employment and welfare counselors at the Sri Lankan Embassy may intervene on behalf of Sri Lankan domestic and textile workers in disputes between employers, employees, and the government. “In some cases, workers call us,” said a Sri Lankan embassy official. “I visit the factory, and speak to them in my language—I have got positive stories.”

Egyptian nationals also can appeal for help from their embassy. A 36-year-old Egyptian stone worker told Solidarity Center interviewers, “I stay with my current employer because he is fair and pays good wages, but not all employers support us. I worked at more than one place in 11 years and not all of them respected my rights. If someone violated my rights I would go to the Egyptian Embassy. The embassy lawyer would help to bargain the wages.”

Nationals of other countries may not be as fortunate, especially if they cannot obtain work permits. In part because of the country’s recent economic troubles, Jordan has adopted immigration policies that deny work permits to refugees and asylum seekers. Such policies contravene the United Nations High Commission for Refugees (UNHCR) general recommendations to allow asylum seekers and refugees to work legally.

Tens of thousands of Iraqi migrants entered Jordan in the 1990s, fleeing economic hardship due to UN sanctions imposed on the country as a result of Iraq’s invasion of Kuwait. Many of the first Iraqi immigrants were poor and without financial resources. The plight of these workers shows the distressing effects of discriminatory immigration practices. As described in a UNHCR Working Paper, “most Iraqi migrants survive at the margin of Jordanian society, engaging in menial jobs in
the informal sector, and facing an extremely precarious economic situation.” Iraqi migrants reported being exploited by employers without any legal recourse and being underpaid in comparison with other laborers. The UNHCR report stated that the hourly rate for a Sri Lankan housemaid is 1.5 times the rate for an Iraqi woman performing the same job; similarly, the hourly rate is lower for Iraqi male laborers than for Egyptians.26

Hundreds of thousands more Iraqis entered Jordan after the U.S. invasion of 2003, seeking to escape violence, political turmoil, and economic insecurity. By late 2005, as increasing violence and deteriorating conditions continued to drive people out of Iraq, an estimated 500,000 Iraqis were living in Jordan. The latest wave of immigration includes wealthy Iraqi investors; average, middle-class Iraqi citizens with the education and skills to work in numerous professions; and well-connected Iraqi politicians from both the régime of Saddam Hussein and the opposition.27

Iraqis working on the roads near the Dead Sea complained to field researchers about their difficulties:

“We have no rights. Look what is happening to the Iraqi people. Even in Jordan, we have passports but no work permits. Egyptians can work easily, but we cannot—It seems between the regions there is an agreement with Egypt and Jordan. If they catch us without permits they will deport us. We get 7 JD a day but Egyptians take 10, sometimes 12. But we can do a lot of [kinds of work], like restaurants or hotels, but some don't pay us. Some will use the lack of a work permit against us. Who can we complain to? They will deport us. Even though the employer took a lot of my money, we have no rights because we have no permits. If we ask them as a group they will go to the police, and the police will deport us.”

So far, it is unclear how long the new Iraqi immigrants will stay in Jordan. It is also uncertain how their entrance into the local political and economic scene will affect the country in the near or long term. However, while they reside in Jordan, the failure of the government to afford them their fundamental worker rights and to enforce those rights will postpone the attainment of economic, political, and social stability that Jordan’s citizens desire.

**Improving Inspections?**

One way to reduce gender and ethnic inequities in the workplace is through strong enforcement of labor law, using a system of consistent inspection. But Jordan’s labor inspection service is ineffective and not always enforced. Inspections of private sector workplaces began only in February 2004. A union president welcomed this positive move, crediting it to “complaints made by an increasing number of workers in the private sector that do not receive their rights as stipulated by law.”
Unfortunately, the 72 inspectors dispersed around the country may be inadequate to enforce all labor laws in the country’s more than 55,000 companies and factories. An official at the Ministry of Labor’s Inspections Unit explained, “There are two times for inspections: morning and night. They are [supposed to be held] monthly. But if the same company has two inspections in a year, it will be an achievement.”

**Workers in the Informal Economy**

The informal economy comprises all non-standard wage and dependent employment, including sweatshop production, homework, temporary and part-time work, and unregistered work. In Jordan, as in many countries, legal and regulatory systems exclude informal workers; Jordan’s labor laws specifically exclude workers in domestic service, small family-owned businesses, and agriculture. These workers are often at the mercy of their employers. They cannot legally exercise or defend their fundamental rights. They may not be covered by minimum wage regulations or by social protections such as health, vacation, sick leave, and pension benefits. The ILO has repeatedly asked Jordan to correct the situation through new legislative measures.

The Jordanian Ministry of Labor estimates that more than 25,000 female migrants work in Jordan as domestic servants; most of these are Sri Lankan, Filipino, or Indonesian nationals who work in Jordan for two years at a time. Denied coverage of the labor laws and also subject to gender discrimination, women in domestic labor are extremely vulnerable to exploitation—the ICFTU claims that they are “often treated as virtual slaves.” Abuse of these workers, including beatings, rape, long work hours, and inadequate food, is pervasive. Meanwhile, many domestics fail to report this abuse for fear of deportation. According to a 2004 U.S. State Department report:

> “Domestic servants have no legal redress for labor grievances and cannot sue in court for nonpayment of wages. Abuse of domestic servants, most of whom were foreign and many of whom were working without legal status in the country, was widespread. Imprisonment of maids occurred, and illegal confiscation of travel documents by employers was common. Victims, who fear losing their employment and being returned to their home country, generally did not report complaints to government officials. Domestic servants often were not given days off and frequently were called upon to work at any hour of the day or night.”

In 2001, the *Jordan Times* reported that agencies bringing domestic servants to Jordan “actually recommend’ that maids be denied movement, forbidden to venture out, and locked in the home when their employers leave for the day.” The article went on, “Not only does this restrict freedom but it also prohibits communication with others.”

Chithra (not her real name), a Sri Lankan maid who works part-time cleaning houses in Amman, agreed. She explained that when she meets other Sri Lankan women in the street and tries to speak with them about their situations, some are hesitant to talk: “When one girl throws garbage away, she bumps into me…. She looks straight ahead of her, not at me, when she speaks, so people do not know we are talking together.”
The Sri Lankan Embassy in Jordan works to aid Sri Lankans who find themselves in abusive situations. A Sri Lankan Embassy official discussed the situation of the Sri Lankan domestic workers who live and work in Jordan, whose numbers he estimated at 35,000—some 10,000 more than the official estimate for the total number of non-Jordanian domestic workers. He said that most domestic workers are in Jordan on two-year contracts negotiated by agencies and that most problems arise when the workers wish to return home, either before or after their contracts are up:

“There are problems mainly when they want to go back to Sri Lanka before their contract is finished and they realize they owe 540 JD per year in fees to the [Jordanian] government. The case is handled by the government of Jordan, which contacts all employers for the fees. Until all is settled, the employee remains in custody. The maximum is 3 to 4 weeks, and if not settled then they are deported. But a worker might work here 3 or 4 years and have to go back without being paid. Sri Lankans will work so many years without salary, expecting to be paid at the end—but sometimes this doesn’t happen.”

In 2003, Jordan’s Ministry of Labor asserted more oversight in the recruitment and employment of non-citizen domestic workers. Under the recently amended labor law clause on household help, new guidelines regulate the activities of local recruiting agencies. Article 3(a) states that agencies must apply for a license from the Ministry of Labor and must provide a bank guarantee of 50,000 JD ($70,000), which the ministry may use to settle employment disputes. This measure will help eliminate the illegal employment offices that have played a role in the exploitation of domestic workers.

In cooperation with UNIFEM, the Ministry of Labor also introduced a new standard work contract with greater protections. Since July 1, 2003, it has been applied to all newly arrived non-citizen domestic workers. “The special working contract guarantees migrant workers’ rights to life insurance, medical care, rest days, and repatriation upon the expiration of the contract,” said a coordinator for UNIFEM’s Amman-based project Empowering Migrant Women Workers in Jordan. The contract specifies that the parties “shall treat each other in a humane way that complies with Jordanian laws and the International Conventions ratified by Jordan,” an important clause that may offer domestic workers the protections of national and international law. 35–36

The new contract and regulations are not, however, a panacea. They apply only to workers who have arrived since the 2003 regulations were put into place—barely 10 percent of all Sri Lankans in Jordan. Nevertheless, as new workers arrive, the population of protected workers should steadily increase.
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Jordan has ratified ILO Convention 138 on the Minimum Age for Admission to Employment, Convention 182 on the Worst Forms of Child Labor, Convention 29 on Forced Labor, and Convention 105 on the Abolition of Forced Labor. Nevertheless, problems persist in all of these areas.

**Child Labor**

Although child labor is not as prevalent in Jordan as in many other countries, it is still significant, particularly in informal occupations not protected by the 1996 Labor Code (see Chapter 2, pages 14, 21–23). Jordan's Ministry of Labor claims that the country is free from the worst forms of child labor—including slavery, trafficking, and prostitution—and the U.S. Department of State confirms that they are “virtually nonexistent.” But working children’s rights are violated nonetheless: 70 percent earn less than the national minimum wage, almost half work nine hours or more per day, and nearly 98 percent are not registered as students.1–2

Children can be seen on the streets of Amman carrying tires, hawking trinkets to tourists, and selling pens, candy, and flowers at intersections. Field researchers saw Iraqi teens digging roadside ditches in southern Jordan.

A 1997 survey by Jordan's Department of Statistics estimated that 13 percent of boys and 1.1 percent of girls aged 15 or 16 work. It did not estimate the number of working children under 15, although the Ministry of Labor reported more recently that they comprise fewer than 25 percent of child laborers in Jordan.3–4

The primary factors driving child labor in Jordan are low wages and high unemployment. One-third of child laborers interviewed by the labor ministry belonged to families whose fathers were out of work. A vast majority of families reported monthly incomes under 300 JD ($450) per month. More than half of child laborers said that they had left school to assist their families financially. Children were engaged not only in street vending and rummaging, but also in auto repair, carpentry, sales, blacksmithing, tailoring, construction, and food services.5–7

In the past few years, child labor has been on the rise. The *Jordan Times* recently reported that child labor is increasing in Aqaba, a major town in the south. This trend appears to be spreading. The U.S. Department of State reported, “[S]tagnant economic conditions and social disruption have caused the number of [child vendors] to increase over the last ten years. Child vendors sell newspapers, tissues, small food items, or gum, and other children who pick through trash dumpsters to find recyclable cans to sell, sometimes [are] the sole source of income for their families.”8–9
The government and the international community have devoted considerable energy to combating child labor in Jordan. The 1996 Labor Code, for example, raised the minimum working age from 13 to 16 (except for apprentices). Amendments in 2003 prohibited children under 18 from working in hazardous occupations, banned night and weekend work, and set maximum hours for working teens.\textsuperscript{10}

In 2001, the government created a unit within the Ministry of Labor, charged with receiving and investigating specific child labor complaints, as well as developing policy initiatives to address the problem. In 2002, as a member of the ILO’s International Program for the Elimination of Child Labor (IPEC), Jordan received $1 million from the United States to implement a three-year pilot program aimed at removing 3,000 children from child labor and providing them with educational services. The Ministry of Education proposed steps to address child labor in its 2003-2015 educational development plan. In 2004, Queen Rania initiated a campaign against child abuse and child labor.\textsuperscript{11-12}

But implementing these promising advances has been problematic. No mechanisms exist for receiving, investigating, or addressing complaints associated with the worst forms of child labor. For several years, the Ministry of Labor has failed to enforce employer sanctions relating to child labor. Even though child workers are widely dispersed—88 percent work in institutions with five or fewer employees—only a few dozen poorly trained inspectors are charged with enforcing child labor regulations nationwide.\textsuperscript{13-14}

These shortcomings are primarily due to underfunding, but they also may reflect fears that enforcement efforts, in the absence of other steps, would hurt children and families. As Jordan’s Ministry of Labor states, “[U]nless compensation for the loss of benefits [associated with work] is provided, and attempts are made to prevent children from being pushed into [the] worst forms of employment, banning children from work through trade sanctions is not the answer.”\textsuperscript{15}

Jordan will not succeed in eliminating child labor unless it works in tandem with other comprehensive efforts to improve education, job growth, and adult labor standards. Some progress is evident. In 2003, for example, government officials acted “to ameliorate the situation of involved families [of child laborers] when appropriate, including directing some adult family members toward job training programs.” The Ministry of Labor has recognized that the participation of many different types of institutions—including schools, employers, NGOs, and unions—will be crucial to combating child labor. Some such partnerships are forming.\textsuperscript{16-19}
**Forced Labor**

Article 13 of Jordan’s constitution bans forced labor except in a state of emergency such as war or natural disaster. Even in such circumstances, its use has been rare. The law does not specifically prohibit forced or bonded labor for children, but such practices are not known to exist. Nonetheless, coercive labor practices do occur.\(^{20}\)

Migrant workers are particularly vulnerable to forced labor, because their employers typically hold their travel documents. Given the growing influx of migrant workers, forced labor may be on the rise. A migrant worker employed as a janitor in an Amman hospital told field researchers that the hospital regularly retains the travel documents of migrant workers, for whom it pays the government work permit fees. “Some workers here wrote to the employer and [the employer] never responded,” she recalled. “It’s very hard to leave, especially with the employer holding our passports.”

Non-Jordanian QIZ workers must apply for special visas that restrict them to working in the factories that hire them. Moreover, they receive airline tickets for the return home only on completion of their contracts (see Chapter 3). Workers who wish to leave a particular employer before completing their contracts are trapped, having no way home except through their employers and no legal documentation that would enable them to work elsewhere.\(^{21}\)

Employers often take further advantage of QIZ workers’ vulnerability, compelling them to toil long hours in inadequate health and safety conditions, denying them rest breaks, delaying or withholding pay, and subjecting them to forced overtime. Contractually hired to work ten hours per day, from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., migrant workers in many factories actually labor until long after midnight.

In 2004, at the Silver Planet factory in the Al-Tajamout QIZ, a Chinese worker collapsed on the shop floor. She was rushed to the hospital but died there. The woman had visited the company clinic repeatedly seeking a medical leave, but the doctor there had denied that anything was wrong with her. Following her death, her 400 Chinese co-workers went on strike, demanding shorter shifts. They remained in their residences and refused to go back to work. Finally, managers agreed to end shifts at 7:00 p.m. rather than midnight.\(^{22}\)

Although Jordanian QIZ workers are not similarly trapped, they are not immune from coercive labor practices. A worker told a USAS interviewer that he and his co-workers had been forced more than once to toil for 35 continuous hours and that workers commonly fainted on the job. When this happens, he said, the
worker is expected to resume work immediately upon awakening. “No one is allowed to leave,” he stated. “My wife was giving birth to our first child and I was not allowed to take her to the hospital.”

**Forced Labor of Domestic Servants**

Some non-Jordanians employed as domestic servants work in conditions so abusive that they amount to forced labor (see Chapter 3, pages 34–35). A scholar at the American University in Beirut describes the conditions of domestic workers in Jordan as “contract slavery,” because they often work under employment contracts that are not respected and because they face a combination of abuse and violence, denial of freedom to move and communicate, and exploitative working conditions. Employers often imprison domestic workers and illegally confiscate their travel documents, a tactic used to guarantee that workers will not “run away.” They may deny domestic employees and call upon them to work at any hour of the day or night. They may starve, beat, and rape workers or even falsely accuse them of criminal acts.

Chithra, the Sri Lankan domestic servant quoted in Chapter 3, was herself once falsely accused of stealing her employer’s money and beaten by police before being released. She described encountering other mistreated domestic servants:

“One girl went to buy something at the supermarket. The girl bought chocolate, ice cream, and more. The supermarket man called the madam to say that she had 10 JD, and the madam called the police station to say she took the money. And the police beat her very badly. The madam knew the girl didn’t take the money…. The girl showed me the blue marks on her arms, crying.”

Chithra often meets another girl when they are throwing out the garbage:

“She says the madam gives her no food…. She is dirty because [she has] no shower, no clothes…. I asked [once], ‘Sister, how are you?’ She said, ‘I have trouble, my sister. It is like a prison.’ Another girl had no salary and no food. She said the neighbors give her some food. In her house, the fridge is locked, and the madam will count how much chicken, how much bread there is, to check if she has eaten it.”

Faced with these horrendous incidences of abuse, Jordan has acted to improve domestic workers’ situation. In 2003, the Ministry of Labor partnered with the United Nations, as well as several embassies and NGOs, on new hiring and recruiting requirements. Initiatives included imposing mandatory bonds on recruitment agencies to secure back wages and return tickets for unpaid or abused domestic workers, a designated contact person for each domestic worker, and a new standard work contract with greater protections that applies to all migrant domestic workers arriving since July 2003 (See Chapter 3). The United Nations hopes that Jordan’s initiative will set a precedent for other countries.

The basement of the Sri Lankan Embassy in Jordan serves as a refuge for dozens of domestic servants fleeing abuse or waiting for unpaid wages and caught in legal limbo. An embassy official noted that on average, work-
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When abuse happens, domestic workers will go to the police—and of course there are the Sri Lankan and Filipino embassies. But the police may further abuse the employee rather than punish the employer.

ers who have arrived since April 2003 have substantially better conditions than those who arrived previously.

“The new regulations are very beneficial,” he said. “The problems are [for] workers who came before the rules.” These workers are not retroactively covered. They still face possible employer abuse and being reported to immigration for deportation. The Ministry of Labor does not assist these workers with unpaid wages. “To be fair,” said the embassy official, “[immigration] does not care about [unpaid] wages. They just care if someone is here illegally.”

Asked about this gap in protection, Jordan’s chief labor inspector responded, “When [abuse] happens, domestic workers will go to the police—and of course there are the Sri Lankan and Filipino embassies.” But the police may further abuse the employee rather than punish the employer. Having been beaten by law enforcement authorities herself and having heard of similar experiences from others, Chithra said, “I cannot believe that our people would go to the police.”

Trafficking in persons, which often results in forced labor, is relatively uncommon in Jordan, despite the absence of laws directly prohibiting the practice. Nonetheless, it does occur. In 2002, the UNHCR reported that some networks established to aid Iraqi refugees in entering Jordan as a stop on the way to different destination countries were “clearly connected” with prostitution.30–31

In the past few years, some Filipino women recruited for work in Thailand also have ended up as prostitution trafficking victims in Jordan. The Filipino government has made efforts to combat this egregious violation of human and worker rights.33
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In a regional context, Jordan’s workers are in a relatively positive situation. Unions have enjoyed legal status in Jordan since 1952, whereas some neighboring Arab Gulf oil exporters still prohibit formal labor associations. While the corporatist union structure constrains freedom of association, it does not distinguish Jordan from Egypt, Syria, or Tunisia. Strikes, legalized in Egypt and Tunisia only in the past ten years, have been recognized, if restricted, in Jordan since 1953.\(^1\)

Jordan also is the first Arab country to sign an FTA with the United States that pledges the country to uphold the core labor standards, as well as to maintain acceptable working conditions with respect to minimum wages, hours of work, and occupational safety and health. The Jordan FTA could signal the government’s openness to working with labor organizations on improving labor standards in Jordan.

But being one of the best countries for worker rights in a region where these rights are generally not respected does not ensure good jobs and decent work for Jordanians. Jordan’s application of labor standards is glaringly deficient in both law and practice, particularly with regard to freedom of association and to the rights of female, informal, and migrant workers. Economic developments expected in the next few years suggest that without positive government action, the dilemmas that these workers face could get worse, while other workers may confront new challenges.

The Jordanian government is pursuing an economic development agenda that so far has not fostered or encouraged input from civil society actors with an interest in the economy, such as unions. For example, the government has yet to invite union consultation in the Higher Committee for Privatization, the organizational structure created to set policies for the Jordan Privatization Program. Without the Jordanian labor movement’s renewed commitment to develop concrete proposals that address these concerns, and without a simultaneous campaign to recruit new members, workers are in danger of being left behind by the changes that are shaping the new Jordanian economy.\(^2\)
Privatization and Worker Rights

Along with other countries in the region that have committed themselves to structural adjustment, Jordan has promised multilateral lenders that it will divest a significant chunk of its state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Jordan’s relatively few SOEs have been concentrated in five sectors—water, electricity, transport, telecommunications, and mining—where they have mostly enjoyed monopoly status. The government also participates in equity shareholding through the Jordan Investment Corporation.³⁵

Jordan’s privatization program aims to make firms more efficient, reduce the government’s payroll burdens, and shrink the public sector workforce. Without a corresponding expansion of private sector job opportunities, however, privatization threatens to increase unemployment. Joblessness was officially estimated at around 15.3 percent in 2002, and many analysts believed that the actual unemployment rate was closer to 30 percent.⁶

Labor laws are most adequately enforced in the public (and mixed public/private) sector—it is in the private sector that violations of freedom of association, nonpayment of minimum wage, and lack of (legally mandated) maternity and child care occur. Private sector workers are largely underrepresented by unions and collective bargaining agreements. Consequently, privatization could result in downgraded working conditions overall in Jordan. It could also shift laid-off workers who succeed in finding new employment from the formal sector to the informal economy, where they will be unprotected by labor law. The union movement stands to lose membership in this manner as well.

Although Jordan officially announced its intention to privatize in 1986, in the context of discussions with the IMF that resulted in the 1989 accord (see Chapter 1), privatization did not really begin until 1996. At first, progress was slower than projected. The pace picked up with the 2000 enactment of a privatization law, following the IMF accord. Foreign observers described the privatization effort as “reinvigorated” after the country negotiated a new IMF arrangement, as well as a Paris Club debt-rescheduling deal, in summer 2002. Ongoing transactions include the main mining companies, Jordan Phosphate Mines and Arab Potash. The electricity sector and postal services were restructured prior to sale. As of this writing, the government was still seeking a strategic partner to buy a portion of Royal Jordanian Airlines.⁷
Because of Jordan’s high unemployment, coupled with the recent rise in poverty, the government has endeavored to minimize the labor dislocations that its privatization program produces. The theory is that privatization will generate new employment opportunities in expanding private sector firms. So far, this result has occurred only once, following the 2000 partial sale of Jordan Telecom, which quickly spawned numerous new Internet and mobile companies. SOE sales agreements stipulate that buyers must retain workers for at least two years. In restructuring firms prior to sale, buyers must restrict new hiring and must find alternative public sector employment for any laid-off workers.

Critics charge that jobs in the public sector will disappear altogether if divestiture continues at its current pace. They also point out that these beneficial policies have not been negotiated through a dialogue with the social partners or through any public input process. Without that commitment to transparency and dialogue, they say, there is no guarantee that workers who lose their jobs to downsizing or outsourcing will be protected.  

Public sector downsizing due to privatization affects employed workers as well as the unemployed, and ultimately the entire Jordanian labor movement. With fewer workers paying union dues, unions will be harder pressed to represent their remaining members, especially if the terms of privatization are not subject to negotiation. Given that layoffs are inevitable, the best-case scenario for unemployed public sector workers would be new jobs in the formal private sector. Here, however, as we saw in Chapter 2, the Labor Code’s limitations on the formation of new unions constrains workers’ right to unionize.

Another concern is that the formal private sector simply cannot expand rapidly enough to accommodate both laid-off government employees and new entrants to the labor market. Women who lose public sector employment will face particular difficulties in securing new formal sector jobs because, as shown in Chapter 3, private employers have been much less hospitable to female workers. Where women do succeed in finding alternative private sector employment, they may face the gender discrimination problems also described in that chapter.

The Jordanian government has not yet engaged the union movement in its privatization decisions or in general economic policy development. Some unions are seeking a greater role in the policymaking process. The port workers’ union has sought to provide input into the proposed sale of the ports in Aqaba, and the petrochemical workers’ union is planning to participate in decisions about the future status of the Zarga oil refinery. The miners’ union, which has passed several anti-privatization resolutions, is trying to influence the potash and phosphate companies’ divestiture process.

Future of QIZs

One area where the private sector has opened for workers and investors is Jordan’s QIZs. The QIZs were established both to increase foreign direct investment and to help alleviate chronic unemployment. But the result has been disappointing for Jordanian workers and unions. Most jobs in QIZs have gone to non-citizens, who cannot legally unionize or engage in collective action, and thus have no power to improve a low-wage work environment.
Employers claim that their efforts to place more Jordanians in QIZ jobs have been stymied by a lack of skilled workers in Jordan’s numerous garment and textile plants. The textile workers’ union has countered by pushing for government-sponsored vocational training programs. In late 2003, the government committed to a 1.25 million JD ($1.75 million) training program aimed at qualifying nearly 4,000 Jordanians to work in the clothing industry. This union intervention clearly exemplifies the value of consulting with worker representatives in formulating labor market policy.\(^{11}\)

The January 1, 2005, expiration of the Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and Clothing (ATC, formerly the Multi-Fiber Arrangement) has placed the fate of the textile industry in question. Under the ATC, industrialized nations phased out longstanding quotas on textile and apparel imports from developing countries that belong to the World Trade Organization (WTO). The quotas, combined with the tariff breaks provided through the QIZs, allowed countries like Jordan to attract investors that would export textiles and apparel from the QIZs to the United States and Europe. Observers now fear that most apparel suppliers, including Jordan, will become steadily less competitive in the world market as they are challenged by China’s strong textile and garment industry: \(^{12}\)

“It is set to dominate the world textile and apparel industry, grabbing a significant share of the market from many developing countries once quotas are lifted…. That could be devastating to less competitive countries…that employ millions of workers in the industry….”

In a 2004 report, the U.S. International Trade Commission admitted that “many countries may see their share of the U.S. market decline” when the ATC expires. It noted that Jordan “may continue to be a niche supplier of apparel articles…such as man-made fiber garments,” but would be vulnerable if U.S. firms shift sourcing from this region to Central American countries under the recently enacted U.S.-Central America FTA.\(^{13}\)

Jordan’s own FTA with the United States seems unlikely to offset this vulnerability. Some unions have seen it as a vehicle for expanding jobs and therefore have been loath to criticize it. But exporters operating in the QIZs, an offshoot of the Oslo accords and Jordan’s subsequent peace treaty with Israel, already enjoy privileged access to the U.S. market. At least during the transition period, while remaining tariffs are phased out, it is more economically advantageous for most companies to continue exporting through the QIZs, rather than follow the FTA rules, which require a larger amount of Jordanian content to qualify for the lower tariff status. In 2005, Egypt signed its own QIZ agreement with the United States, so Jordan could face competition in that arena as well.\(^{14}\)

As QIZ firms struggle to stay afloat in the new global economy, Jordan’s QIZ workers—both citizen and non-citizen—face the risk of even greater exploitation on the job. Late in 2004, as the expiration of the ATC approached, some QIZ employers used expectations of impending closure to justify denying workers’ calls for higher wages.\(^{15}\)

How Will More Free Trade Affect Worker Rights?

The U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement entered into force in December 2001.\(^{16}\) Unlike previous free trade agreements signed by the United States, such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), the Jordan FTA was groundbreaking in two respects. First, it integrated enforceable worker rights provisions into
the actual text (in Article 6), aimed at shoring up worker rights while lowering trade barriers and creating new jobs. Second, it made labor and environmental provisions subject to the same consultation and dispute resolution process as the commercial provisions of the agreement.  

The agreement therefore embodies several significant positive steps in the linkage of worker rights to trade agreements. The labor provisions incorporate both international and domestic labor law norms. The FTA requires both countries to comply with their obligations to respect core worker rights under the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, and to effectively enforce their own labor laws, which have already codified most of these rights.

The agreement explicitly lists the right of association, the right to organize and bargain collectively, the prohibition on use of forced or compulsory labor, a minimum age for employment of children, and acceptable conditions of work with respect to minimum wages, hours of work, and occupational safety and health. These rights reflect all of the ILO core conventions except the prohibition on discrimination (which was left out because some members of Congress opposed its inclusion), as well as the “internationally recognized worker rights” incorporated into U.S. trade law.

The FTA takes another step forward by promoting increased transparency, both at the WTO and through the agreement’s dispute resolution process. Each country agrees to solicit and consider public views, to open oral presentations to the public, to accept friend-of-the-court submissions by individuals or non-governmental organizations, to publish submissions within ten days, and to release reports to the public “at the earliest possible time.” Both countries also agree to support discussions on worker rights at the WTO.

The FTA also appears to move incrementally forward by authorizing each government to take “appropriate” measures if a dispute remains unresolved after completing all the steps in the dispute resolution process. Under the FTA’s terms, these measures may include an ILO delegation, a training program for workplace inspectors, a monetary fine, and/or the withdrawal of trade benefits covered in the agreement.

But these apparent advances become only symbolic when the agreement’s structural weaknesses are taken into account. First, the labor provisions have not yet been applied to test their potential impact, and it is not likely that they will be. Before Congress voted on the Jordan FTA, the U.S. Trade Representative under the Bush administration exchanged letters with the Jordanian government in which both agreed that they would not “expect or intend” to use trade sanctions to enforce any provisions in the agreement. This virtually ensures that sanctions will not be applied. The letters demonstrate a lack of willingness on the part of both governments to test their own agreement, although the labor provisions could be used in the future (the exchange of letters did not alter the text of the agreement itself and therefore will not be binding on future U.S. administrations).

Second, the worker rights listed in Article 6 of the FTA omit the elimination of employment discrimination from the list of domestic labor laws that the parties pledge to enforce, even though it is included in the ILO Declaration (so the countries arguably have an obligation in this area). The omission of this principle suggests both countries’ lack of real commitment to it. The FTA also fails to include other significant issues, such as equal pay for men and women, compensation in cases of occupational injuries, and protection of migrant workers, all of which are important in the Jordanian labor context.

The Future of Worker Rights in Jordan
Jordan’s passage of the Public Assemblies Law and other legislation that limits freedom of association and collective bargaining, after signing the FTA that pledges to uphold those principles, signals a lack of commitment to them. It also illustrates the weakness of an agreement that does not sustain strong enforcement mechanisms.

Human and worker rights advocates are especially concerned about the lack of adequate enforcement capabilities in the trade accords. A Joint Committee exists to resolve disputes and investigate violations within the framework of the FTA. However, only state parties (that is, the governments of the United States and Jordan) may submit allegations of worker rights violations, in contrast to NAFTA’s labor side accord and General System of Preferences (GSP) worker rights clauses, which permit unions and NGOs to file complaints. The Jordan FTA only allows non-governmental parties to submit their views during governmental consultations and dispute settlement panels. According to Human Rights Watch, the system “relies exclusively on the trading partners’ political will to enforce the accord’s labor rights commitments, thereby compromising the implementation of those commitments.” However, it is worth noting that even in the case of the NAFTA side agreements or the GSP system, the government retains the final word in deciding whether or not to move forward with any particular complaint.²¹

Jordan’s European trade agreements also cannot be counted on to confer greater protection on workers. The Jordan-European FTA, which includes Iceland, Liechtenstein, Norway, and Switzerland, does not mention labor. In addition, Jordan and the European Union (EU) have entered into an Association Agreement, designed to establish progressively over 12 years a free trade area between the EU and Jordan in conformity with WTO rules. Although one of the EU’s stated priorities in Jordan is increasing social reforms, the agreement does not mention worker rights specifically; instead, it seeks to open a “political dialogue” aimed at reaching accord on, among other topics, human rights.²²–²³

Some groups have criticized the inclusion of human rights provisions in EU Association Agreements with other countries, since routine ratification of such provisions with no actual consideration of the countries’ current human rights practices threatens to undermine the objectives that pertain to respect for human rights. A special issue of the British-based journal Mediterranean Politics, published in fall 2004 and devoted to economic and social rights in the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, faulted the EU and the EuroMed institutions for inattention to these rights. “To a large extent,” the introductory essay noted, “Euro-Mediterranean policy makers have neglected the issue of economic and social rights as an aim of international cooperation schemes, focusing instead almost exclusively on means and instruments such as the establishment of free trade areas, structural adjustment, or security dialogue.”²⁴–²⁵
Next Steps

Jordan’s worker rights violations point to specific problems that have achievable solutions—through compliance, in law and practice, with ILO core labor standards. All actors in the global arena—whether Jordan’s government, its workers, the nations of the world, the international union movement, multinational employers, or the donor community—have some sort of impact on respect for worker rights in Jordan. All can cooperate to help Jordan meet its international obligations and improve respect for worker rights.

Role of the Jordanian Government
The Jordanian government can take several important steps to halt worker rights violations and ensure respect for worker rights. As a party to numerous conventions and treaties that call for respect for worker rights, Jordan can uphold its obligations under international law. The Jordanian government should bring its law into full compliance with ILO core labor standards, particularly those on freedom of association, the right to organize and bargain collectively, and eliminating discrimination in the workplace.

Jordan can specifically ratify ILO Convention 87 and respect its provisions by:

- Eliminating legal requirements for government supervision of union affairs and the practice thereof.
- Eliminating the prohibition on forming national labor federations other than the GJFTU.
- Removing the current cap of 17 trade unions that workers are allowed to join, giving workers the freedom to choose and form their own organizations.
- Lowering the numerical minimum for the number of workers required to form a union to fall within acceptable ILO standards.
- Allowing Jordanian unions to carry out their responsibilities as independent trade unions to represent their members without interference, consistent with ILO principles on freedom of association.
- Ending restrictions on which occupations can unionize and permitting competitive unionism within occupations.

Jordan also can repeal standing laws that restrict freedom of political expression or assembly, such as the Public Assemblies Law, the Press and Publications Law, and the anti-collective action provisions of the Penal Code.

The key to halting labor law violations is consistent enforcement. Many labor problems in Jordan are similar to those experienced in other countries that have failed to enforce their labor laws and international obligations. To halt such violations, Jordan can strengthen the rule of law and improve labor law enforcement capacity and effectiveness on core labor standards, with special attention to safety and health on the job, nonpayment of wages, forced overtime, child care, and maternity leave.

The government can improve its implementation of ILO Convention 98 by:

- Amending the Labor Code to allow for speedier processing of complaints against harassment of labor activists.
- Removing restrictions on the right to organize for all categories of workers, including migrant workers.
- Ending both the requirement that unions seek government permission before striking and the legal penalties associated with unsanctioned strikes.
- Including the trade unions in ongoing preparations for the partial or complete sale of SOEs in any and all sectors involved.
- Inviting unions to participate fully in the High Commission for Privatization, as well as any other
standing or ad hoc bodies focused on economic restructuring.

Jordan can enhance the application of ILO Conventions 111 on Discrimination and 100 on Equal Remuneration, as well as the UN CERD and CEDAW conventions, by:

- Specifically prohibiting gender discrimination by law.
- Improving enforcement of existing laws against workplace discrimination.
- Enforcing laws that provide for maternity leave and child care.
- Enhancing the inspection system.
- Adding a non-discrimination clause to the Jordan FTA.
- Extending protection of the labor laws to informal workers, including non-citizens.
- Ending discrimination against women workers.
- Ending discrimination against migrant workers by granting them full protection under Jordanian law and in practice, so that they can receive benefits and services and join labor unions.

Jordan’s compliance with ILO Conventions 138 and 182 on child labor and Conventions 29 and 105 on forced labor can be strengthened by:

- Establishing better mechanisms, including the allocation of additional resources if needed, for investigating child labor complaints.
- Enacting and enforcing laws that impose criminal penalties and/or sanctions that serve as deterrents on employers of child laborers.
- Enhancing efforts to reduce child labor by expanding employment opportunities for adults, such as through public works programs.
- Improving the enforcement of labor laws that mandate rest periods and prohibit forced overtime.
- Extending the recently enacted regulations governing migrant domestic workers to cover those who arrived before July 2003.
- Improving police training for handling disputes between domestic workers and their employers.
- Enacting laws that explicitly prohibit trafficking in persons and training domestic security agencies to enforce such laws.

Role of Jordanian Unions and Workers

In mid-2005, the Jordanian labor movement was preparing for elections in all 17 unions. GFJTU by-laws require that the unions complete these elections by mid-2006.

From all appearances, this may be the union election cycle least marred in recent history by fraud and government agency interference. In at least a few unions, elections for executive councils were being hotly contested. A woman ran for president of the Petrochemical Union, and several other union women were planning to declare their candidacy. Union leaders openly commented that this was the highest level of union women’s activism they had ever seen and that they welcomed women’s involvement. The GFJTU took major steps to improve the level of openness and transparency in the elections, first by initiating internal discussions with affiliate leaders on election procedures and then by inviting international organizations to observe the elections. By the fall, about half the unions had held elections, with encouraging results.

Like many institutions in Jordan, unions have yet to develop a comprehensive set of democratic processes, including checks and balances in their systems and practices, to ensure that in the end, union elections will be fair and accountable. It is up to the unions—particularly union leaders—to make this happen. Once the elections are completed, they will face the longer-term challenge of effectively representing Jordan’s workers in a complex and rapidly evolving environment.
While trade agreements, government initiatives, and corporate codes of conduct may afford some benefit to Jordanian workers, Jordanian unions cannot rely on outside pressures alone to protect them. In the coming economic climate, Jordan’s labor movement will need to struggle harder to enforce and expand worker rights.

A necessary first step is establishing greater union independence from the government, a principle recognized by the ILO. Jordanian unions can become stronger by intensifying their efforts to recruit larger numbers of members, especially in the private sector, to ensure that workers have a voice defending their rights and promoting their interests in the workplace. The pursuit of union freedoms and worker rights can then be linked to the broader movement for democratic reforms in Jordan, with international human rights and labor solidarity organizations playing a supporting role.

The GFJTU can greatly enhance its power to represent all Jordanian workers by increasing their numbers. This can be done by advocating strongly for collective bargaining rights for public sector workers, and extending collective bargaining agreements to cover migrant workers. By advocating for decent work for all workers in the kingdom, the GFJTU increases its ability to represent both current and future members more effectively, while affirming its solidarity with the principles laid out in international core labor standards—including those to which its government is already bound.

Ultimately, Jordanian workers will play the most important role in promoting the growth of freedom of association. They have many opportunities to do so in the current climate. For example, union activists can urge their government to embrace fully, in law and practice, its commitments to international worker rights. They can strengthen their influence by advocating publicly for their rights and interests, and by exercising fully those that already exist in Jordanian law.

Jordanian workers have the freedom to choose the specific strategies and tactics by which they will defend and expand their rights. In this endeavor they will undoubtedly have the wholehearted support of the worker and human rights movements throughout the world.

**Role of Multinational Enterprises**

An increasing number of companies operating in Jordan have adopted codes of conduct that include freedom of association provisions. To strengthen the credibility of such codes, multinational companies have a particular responsibility to actively promote greater respect for freedom of association in both law and practice by ensuring that these provisions are implemented and respected in their enterprises and among their subcontractors. In so doing, they can help promote overall respect for democratic practices in the countries in which they operate.

Therefore, in their own factories and other enterprises, with or without the existence of a union, companies should permit their employees to exercise all of their existing rights, including the right to hold workers’ meetings, elect representatives, and negotiate and democratically ratify collective contracts covering wages, hours, and working conditions as provided for under Jordanian labor law, and as stipulated in many codes of conduct. Companies should allow their employees to exercise this right without interference.

Companies should provide space at the worksite where workers—regardless of gender or national origin—can meet and discuss their conditions with one another, and where they can meet with their representatives, with no management interference or observation and no fear of
Jordan, the U.S., and the International Community

The United States has a major interest in promoting respect for human rights and democracy in Jordan, a key ally in the Middle East. The U.S. government took a significant step toward promoting the rights of working people in Jordan when it signed on to the Jordan FTA, which included core labor standards as enforceable provisions. Both the American and Jordanian labor movements strongly supported the Jordan FTA, largely because of these workers rights provisions. Unfortunately, both governments have weakened this commitment by essentially agreeing not to enforce any FTA labor provision through trade sanctions.

The U.S. government should engage with the Jordanian government regarding its commitment to abide by the intent and spirit of the original FTA with respect to the worker rights provisions, and it should publicize this commitment. Specific actions would include the mutual consideration to withdraw the exchange of letters that weaken the agreement’s original spirit and intent and to use the labor provisions for promoting respect for worker rights in both countries.

The U.S. government also can support Jordan’s efforts to improve compliance by recommending provisions that call for full compliance in future bilateral trade pacts with other countries, particularly those in the Middle East region, recognizing that the United States cannot support Jordan’s political stability and economic growth by negotiating weaker agreements with Jordan’s neighbors.

In addition, the U.S. government should consider working with the Jordanian government and civil society organizations, including unions, to ensure that the benefits of increased bilateral trade go to the local economy. The jobs created in the industrial and service sectors as a result of increased trade should benefit Jordanian workers, many of whom are unemployed or underemployed. If Jordanian workers are not qualified for these new jobs, the U.S. government should provide technical and financial aid to the Jordanian government for job/vocational training.

Finally, the United States can most effectively promote improved respect for worker rights in Jordan by leading through example. This means that the United States should strive to make every effort to identify its own laws and practices that are not in compliance with core labor principles and should take quick and effective corrective action. This will demonstrate not only the country’s basic commitment to worker rights as human rights, as enshrined in the ILO standards, but also its commitment to the spirit of the Jordan FTA.

The United States has already recognized the importance of self-examination. In its 1999 Annual Report to the ILO on U.S. compliance with freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right to bargain collectively, the U.S. government under President Clinton stated: 

[T]he United States acknowledges that there are aspects of this system that fail to fully protect the rights to organize and bargain collectively.... The United States is concerned about these limitations and acknowledges that to ensure respect, promotion and realization of the right to organize and bargain collectively, it is important to reexamine any system of labor laws from time to time to assure that the system continues to protect these fundamental rights.
Unfortunately, the Bush administration subsequently removed this language from the report, a move that illustrates ongoing U.S. uncertainty over its international obligations. By maintaining consistency in policy formulation and implementation, the United States would help clarify the importance of its rights policies to its various departments and agencies, the Jordanian government, other national governments, and the U.S.-based multinational companies that employ workers around the world.

Other countries also can work within their bilateral relationship with Jordan to ensure that their political and/or economic engagement supports the development of improved compliance with core labor standards. At the very least, the policies of other ILO member states should in no way interfere with or put obstacles before the Jordanian government in meeting this goal. This means, in particular, that economic development should not be the exclusive focus of the global community, nor should it be promoted at the expense of democratic development.

Role of Trade Union Solidarity
As the international labor movement seeks to build global solidarity and secure freedom of association for workers everywhere, it too has a vital role to play in supporting Jordanian workers’ efforts to promote improved compliance with core labor standards in Jordan by:

- Building strategic alliances with unions in Jordan, through the ICFTU, the global union federations (GUFs), and national confederations in other countries, aimed at putting international support behind Jordanian unions’ efforts to secure and defend rights for their members.
- Applying educational and technical resources where the Jordanian unions identify needs for additional expertise or assistance, e.g., increasing public awareness of worker rights and the unions’ role, advocacy for legal reform, outreach to migrant workers, and membership recruitment campaigns.
- Assisting Jordan’s unions in reaching out to like-minded rights-based organizations and advocates in order to build a greater awareness of worker rights as human rights, and ultimately to create coalitions that will use their collective power to strengthen support for reform.
- Encouraging multinational companies operating in Jordan to live up to their codes of conduct and, where company codes do not meet core labor standards, to exceed them.

Jordan’s Choice
For more than a half-century, Jordan has shown an admirable and remarkable ability to survive unrelenting political and economic storms. It has struggled to secure and maintain stability in a region that is a global flashpoint for conflict. Jordan has displayed courage in building international partnerships. It has demonstrated solidarity and generosity with other people in the region by extending a home and a welcome hand, time and again, to waves of refugees and migrants pouring across its borders. Now, Jordan has stepped into the international arena as a full global economic partner.

Today, Jordan has a historic opportunity to move decisively and responsibly into its future, a future where the benefits of economic development are shared by those who actually create it—Jordan’s workers. By living up to its international commitments on worker rights, Jordan can build a powerful democracy from the inside. By learning from and responding to the voices of its own workers, Jordan can forge a path toward peace and prosperity.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AMPCO</td>
<td>Agricultural Marketing Processing Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATC</td>
<td>Uruguay Round Agreement on Textiles and Clothing, formerly the Multi-Fiber Arrangement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEACR</td>
<td>ILO Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions and Recommendations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAW</td>
<td>UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination Against Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CERD</td>
<td>UN Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTA</td>
<td>Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>gross domestic product: the total value of final goods and services produced within a territory during a specified period (or, if not specified, annually)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFJTU</td>
<td>General Federation of Jordanian Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSP</td>
<td>General System of Preferences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTUWTGCI</td>
<td>General Trade Union of Workers in Textile, Garment, and Clothing Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUHSE</td>
<td>General Union of Health Services Employees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUWFI</td>
<td>General Union for Workers in Food Industries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICATU</td>
<td>International Confederation of Arab Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICCPR</td>
<td>UN International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICESCR</td>
<td>UN International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICFTU</td>
<td>International Confederation of Free Trade Unions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labor Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intifada</td>
<td>Arabic word that, in its verb form, means to be shaken, or to rise; as a proper noun it has taken on the meaning of uprising, specifically, the Palestinian uprising against the Israeli occupation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPEC</td>
<td>ILO International Program for the Elimination of Child Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JD</td>
<td>Jordanian dinar; 1 JD = $1.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan FTA</td>
<td>U.S.-Jordan Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFTA</td>
<td>North American Free Trade Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAC</td>
<td>Professional Associations Congress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIZ</td>
<td>Qualified Industrial Zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAP</td>
<td>structural adjustment program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOE</td>
<td>state-owned enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNHCR</td>
<td>UN High Commission for Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIFEM</td>
<td>UN Development Fund for Women</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNRWA</td>
<td>UN Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USAID</td>
<td>U.S. Agency for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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“In a region continually embroiled in war and crisis, the perennially forgotten people are the vast majority—those who simply get up and go to work in the morning. This well-crafted report reminds us that working people in Jordan, and the rest of the Middle East, must fight to maintain their dignity and decent living standards as they are ever more integrated into the globalized economy. With its survey of the costs and benefits of U.S.-sponsored ‘free trade’ agreements, with its careful attention to the special problems of guest workers in Jordan, and with its fine sense of the interplay between Jordan’s economy and regional politics, this report plugs a hole in the existing literature and argues effectively for the need to better protect workers’ rights. It is surely the most comprehensive study of its kind.”

Chris Toensing
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“Justice for All is must reading for anyone vested in the stability of Jordan, America’s staunch partner and ally in the Middle East. It documents the plight of that country’s majority, the working class, with balance and wisdom—fusing empathy for social elites with impassioned human concern for all those who are struggling. It is nothing less than a guide to the future of Jordan.”

Joseph Braude
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